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The regime change in Sudan, after the removal of president al-Bashir from power in April 2019, offered local actors and foreign powers the possibility of shaping Sudan's new international realignment. The transitional government, with civilian and military leadership, has carefully sought to stabilize ties with Sudan's traditional allies and re-establish its foreign relations with the West. For decades, Sudan was an international outcast under the al-Bashir regime.

Since September 2019, the transitional government has been involved in internationally-backed high-level diplomatic exchanges with Europe, the United States, neighbouring countries and other regional players. These efforts resulted in the removal from the U.S. state sponsors of terrorism list and to the normalization with Israel, the EU, the World Bank and other regional stakeholders. Sudan needs international financial and technical assistance to address political and economic uncertainty and to succeed its transition to democracy.

Within this context, the Regional Program Political Dialogue South Mediterranean of the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung continues to explore the geopolitical dimension of the fragile Sudanese transition. In this edition of Spotlight on Sudan, we aim to highlight the internal and external factors that determine the main orientations of Sudan's current foreign policy. In addition, the publication examines the many facets of the country's relations with external powers and concludes with a set of recommendations.
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Introduction

On April 11, 2019, Sudan’s President Omar al-Bashir was overthrown in a coup d'état. A Transitional Military Council (TMC) swiftly consolidated power under Lieutenant General Abdel Fattah al-Burhan’s leadership, but mass protests from the Forces of Freedom and Change (FFC) opposition movement and backlash against the June 3 Khartoum Massacre, which killed 128 civilians, facilitated Sudan's democratic transition. On August 17, the TMC and FFC agreed to a 39-month transition agreement, which will culminate in national elections in late 2022. These political transformations have profoundly impacted Sudanese foreign policy. In the post-Bashir era, Sudan has preserved its core partnerships with China, Russia, Turkey and the Gulf monarchies, while also thawing its historically fraught relationships with the United States, European Union and Israel. While the interests of Burhan, Rapid Support Forces (RSF) chief Mohamed Hamdan “Hemedti” Dagalo and civilian Prime Minister Abdalla Hamdok periodically clash, Sudan has made strides towards advancing a coherent national foreign policy strategy. This report will examine Sudan's relationships with external powers in the post-Bashir era and how political shifts in Sudan have impacted its partnerships with foreign actors. It will conclude by providing recommendations for Sudanese officials, as they embrace the nascent multipolar world order and court a broad array of investment, security and diplomatic partners.

Sudan Upgrades its Partnerships with the Gulf Monarchies and Turkey

During the first quarter-century of Bashir’s rule, which began with a coup d'état in June 1989, Sudan was estranged from the Middle East’s leading regional powers. Bashir’s solidarity with Iraq during the 1991 Gulf War strained Sudan’s decades-long partnership with Saudi Arabia. Sudan’s crackdowns on Shiite cultural centres in 2014 affected its relationship with Iran. Turkey viewed Sudan as a marginal player in its African strategy, as it was primarily focused on strengthening its presence in the Maghreb, Sahel and Somalia. Sudan's support for the 2015 Saudi-led military intervention in Yemen and suspension of diplomatic relations with Iran in January 2016 helped rebuild Khartoum's partnerships with Saudi Arabia and the UAE. The RSF complemented the Saudi-led coalition’s airstrikes against Yemen's Houthi rebels with ground force deployments, which resulted in an estimated 4,000 Sudanese casualties.¹

The Sudan-Qatar partnership strengthened due to Bashir’s non-participation in the June 2017 Qatar blockade. President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s historic December 2017 visit to Khartoum laid the foundations for stronger Sudan-Turkey relations. After mass protests erupted in December 2018, Bashir leveraged its diverse array of partnerships and courted financial aid from Saudi Arabia, Turkey and Qatar with mixed results.

The April 2019 coup enhanced the UAE and Saudi Arabia’s influence in Sudan, and temporarily marginalized Turkey and Qatar. Nevertheless, Sudan’s current foreign policy towards the MENA region hinges on maintaining close ties with all four countries. The Sudanese military spearheaded Sudan’s engagement with Saudi Arabia and the UAE. In early 2019, the UAE abandoned Omar al-Bashir over his co-option of Islamists and worked with opposition figures, such as former national security advisor Salah Gosh, on facilitating Bashir’s ouster.²
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Immediately after the April 2019 coup, Burhan secured $3 billion in credit from Saudi Arabia and the UAE, and Heledi secretly received arms from the UAE. Amongst advocates of civilian rule, Saudi Arabia and the UAE's enduring influence has created deep polarizations. Mohammed al-Mahdi Hassan, a key FFC figure praised Saudi Arabia and the UAE's role in facilitating the transition agreement. However, Sudanese Communist Party and civil society organizations have stoked anti-UAE sentiments over Abu Dhabi's recruitment of Sudanese mercenaries in Libya and Yemen.

In spite of these palpable grievances, Sudan's post-transition authorities value closer economic and diplomatic ties with Saudi Arabia and the UAE. Sudan's relationships with Saudi Arabia and the UAE strengthened after both Gulf countries shipped 540,000 tons of wheat to Sudan in October 2019 and Riyadh endorsed Sudan's removal from the U.S. State Department's list of state sponsors of terrorism in November 2019. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Sudan received seven medical aid shipments from the UAE, a $3 billion investment pledge from Saudi Arabia, and a $400 million joint Saudi-UAE investment to modernize Sudanese agriculture. In March 2021, Saudi Arabia announced its plan to invest in the modernization of Sudan's Red Sea coast, which would eradicate “terrorism and poverty” and open the region to tourism. As Sudan's third largest creditor with $4.6 billion in outstanding loans, Saudi Arabia has offered to help Sudan alleviate its external debt burden. On May 20, Saudi Finance Minister Mohammed al-Jadaan offered to help Sudan renegotiate its debt with China, Kuwait, the UAE and Japan, and claimed that Saudi Arabia would work with the IMF to eliminate rather than merely reduce Sudan's external debt burden.

To capitalize on the good will generated from its economic assistance, Saudi Arabia and the UAE have expanded their engagement with Sudan on regional security issues. Sudan is a member of the Saudi Arabia-led Council of Arab and African States, which was unveiled in January 2020 to combat threats to Red Sea security. Burhan, Hamdok and Sudanese Foreign Minister Omar al-Din welcomed Faisal bin Farhan to Khartoum in December 2020 to discuss Red Sea security. In March 2021, Saudi Arabia made unpublicized contacts with Sudan and Egypt to mediate the Great Ethiopian Renaissance Dam (GERD) dispute, and Riyadh has publicly aligned with Cairo and Khartoum on this crisis. The UAE has been more proactive
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than Saudi Arabia in its mediation efforts in conflicts where Sudan is a party and publicly emphasized its impartiality. Sudan and Egypt welcomed the UAE's offer to mediate in the GERD dispute. However, Ethiopia’s insistence on an African Union solution to this crisis will likely prevent the UAE’s diplomatic efforts from gaining serious traction. The UAE has also tried to mediate in the Sudan-Ethiopia border conflict, but Sudan has rejected the UAE’s diplomatic overtures on April 16. Sudan justified this decision by citing the 1902 border demarcation’s exclusive legal grounding and insisting the external mediation would be superfluous.14 However, Sudanese media outlets also cited the exclusion of Sudan’s chief negotiator Moaz Tango from UAE-sponsored talks over COVID-19 precautions, as a sign of Abu Dhabi’s pro-

Sudan’s partnerships with Turkey and Qatar were disrupted by Bashir’s overthrow. The TMC viewed Turkey as an unreliable partner, as its textile industry investments were facilitated by patronage links with Bashir’s inner circle and its flagship $1.5 billion Khartoum airport project was marred by repeated delays.16 On April 26, 2019, Turkey announced that it would stay in Suakin Island for civilian purposes,17 which prompted rumours that Burhan had rejected Ankara’s potential military base aspirations. Expressions of solidarity between Turkish and Sudanese civil society after the June 2019 Khartoum massacre, which resulted in 128 civilian casualties at the hands of the RSF, strengthened Ankara’s relationship with Sudan’s civilian authorities. This relationship masked tensions between Turkey and the RSF, which were exacerbated by Hemedti’s deployment of mercenaries on Khalifa Haftar’s behalf in Libya. Turkey’s regular provisions of medical aid during the COVID-19 pandemic and emergency 250 MW electricity shipments to Sudan in March 2021,18 elevated prospects for bilateral cooperation, especially in the defence sector. Turkey’s trade with Sudan has also increased from $398 million in 2019 to $481 million in 2020, and the 2018 Turkey-Sudan Trade and Economic Partnership Agreement remains in effect. On May 27, a Sudanese delegation arrived in Ankara to discuss economic cooperation, and Turkey’s Vice President Fuad Oktay overcame past tensions by meeting with Hemedti.19 The establishment of Libya’s Government of National Unity and Haftar’s waning influence likely facilitated this thaw between Turkey and the RSF.

Although Sudan did not join the Qatar blockade, the April 2019 coup temporarily strained relations between Doha and Khartoum. On April 17, 2019, Sudanese officials refused to receive a Qatari delegation in Khartoum, which was headed by Foreign Minister Mohammed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani.20 Over the past year, Qatar-Sudan relations have improved considerably. In May 2020, Hemedti stated that “We have no issues with Qatar or any other

country,” and claimed that other countries tried to instigate tensions between Khartoum and Doha. Qatar capitalized on this conciliatory rhetoric by supplying food and humanitarian aid to flood victims in Sudan’s West Kordofan region.\(^\text{21}\) The January 2021 AlUla Agreement, which ended Saudi-led blockade against Qatar has assuaged the divide between Sudan’s military and civilian authorities over engagement with Doha. On January 31, Hemedti met with Qatari Emir Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani for the first time, and on April 9, Burhan revived 36 Bashir-era economic agreements with Qatar, which could cause Qatari investments to expand beyond their current $3.8 billion level.\(^\text{22}\)

**Sudan Consolidates its Partnerships with China and Russia**

Although U.S. relations with China and Russia have deteriorated over the past two years, Sudan's transitional government has tried to balance favourable relations with all three great powers. During Bashir's last decade in power, Sudan pivoted strongly towards China and Russia, and both countries supplied arms for Bashir’s war in Darfur. Sudan defended Russia's policies in Ukraine and China's policies in Xinjiang and the South China Sea. Sudan's triangular relationship with China and Russia remained intact after the April 2019 coup. Much like their coordinated efforts to block a UN report detailing Bashir's human rights abuses in Darfur in 2007, Russia and China blocked Britain and Germany's UN resolution that supported a “consensual solution” to the Sudan crisis in June 2019.\(^\text{23}\)

In contrast to Russia's counter-revolutionary policy, China has balanced positive relations with Sudan's military and civilian authorities in the post-transition period. China's balancing strategy was the product of its vast investments in Sudan's oil industry and desire to recoup loans to Khartoum, which most recently included $88 million in grants at the September 2018 China-Africa Cooperation Forum.\(^\text{24}\) The Sudanese military views China as a crisis-proof partner, as Beijing was the sole exporter of arms to Sudan in 2018,\(^\text{25}\) and respected China's insistence on non-interference after the Khartoum massacre. The Sudanese civilian authorities valued Beijing's acquiescence to Bashir's overthrow and emphasis on stability rather than regime type in the transition process.\(^\text{26}\) Sudan has also capitalized on its strategic location within China's Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and maritime Silk Road projects. Suakin's strategic value has appealed strongly to Chinese officials, and China Harbour Engineering Company is competing with DP World and an unnamed Qatari consortium for control over that port.\(^\text{27}\)

In spite of its formidable economic influence, China's close relationship with Ethiopia has limited its engagement in regional conflicts involving Sudan. On May 9, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi told his Sudanese counterpart Mariam al-Sadiq al-Mahdi that it
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supported trilateral dialogue between the GERD dispute's conflicting parties and would be ready to assist that process. 28

During the last decade of Bashir's rule, Sudan-Russia relations strengthened significantly, as Russia supplied 87% of the weapons used by the Sudanese military in the Darfur conflict. 29 The relationship expanded further after Bashir offered Russia a Red Sea base in November 2017 30 and Wagner Group PMCs were dispatched to Sudan in early 2019 to help Bashir retain power. The TMC's relationship with Russia was initially ambiguous, as the Federation Council's foreign affairs committee chairman Konstantin Kosachev decried Burhan's unconstitutional seizure of power 31 and the Russian Foreign Ministry waited until April 16 to recognize Burhan's legitimacy. Nevertheless, the TMC solicited Russian assistance against the FFC, but the June 2019 leak that Wagner Group PMCs encouraged the TMC to repress dissent with a "minimal but acceptable loss of life" tarnished Moscow's image in Sudan. 32 The Sudanese military has maintained close relations with Russia in the post-transition period, as Burhan met with Putin at the October 2019 Sochi Summit and Sudan purchased Russian weapons at the August 2020 Army-2020 forum. This relationship culminated in the November 2020 Russian basing agreement in Port Sudan. Russia hailed this deal, as it could operate a base in Sudan for twenty-five years free of charge and could use its base in Port Sudan to bolster its Red Sea and Indian Ocean naval presence. 33 The agreement was highly controversial in Sudan. Amongst supporters of Sudan's democratic transition, this agreement was widely viewed as Russia's attempt to bolster the Sudanese military's resistance to liberalization pressures from the United States. 34 On April 29, Al-Arabiya reported that Sudan had cancelled its basing agreement with Russia, which prompted strenuous denials from Moscow. 35 These reports were dashed after the Russian Navy's repair ship PM-138 arrived in Port Sudan on May 2 36 but Sudan confirmed later that month it was renegotiating its basing agreement with Russia. While the future of the basing agreement is unclear, Sudan's army chief of staff Mohammed Osman al-Hussein stated on June 2 that "the agreement can be continued if we can find profits and benefits for our country." 37 On June 4,
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Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Mikhail Bogdanov confirmed the receipt of Sudan's renegotiation terms and also expressed optimism about the deal's potential fulfillment.38

Sudan Reaches out to New Partners: Israel, the United States and Europe

Although continuities in Sudanese foreign policy from the Bashir era have been emphasized in this report, the transitional government has broadened the horizons of Sudan's international partnerships to include Israel, the United States and Europe. The October 23, 2020 normalization of Sudan-Israel relations was a seminal moment for Sudanese foreign policy, as Sudan was a party in the 1948 Arab-Israeli war and imposed a boycott on Israeli businesses in 1958. Sudan's Foreign Minister Ibrahim Ghandour expressed interest in normalizing ties with Israel in exchange for U.S. sanctions relief in January 2016, but this proposal did not make tangible progress.39 Much like Sudan's relationships with Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Russia, Burhan and Hemedti were the driving forces behind the Sudan-Israel rapprochement. In February 2020, Burhan spoke with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and subsequently announced that Israel would help end U.S. terrorism-related sanctions on Sudan.40 In April 2020, Burhan endorsed re-engagement with Israel, when he stated that Sudan should not have hostility with any party, religion or sect, including Israel.41 Sudan also opened its airspace to Israeli planes.42 On October 3, Hemedti framed Sudan's case for re-engagement with Israel in economic terms, as the Sudanese economy could benefit from Israeli technical expertise and agricultural technology.43

As Burhan did not consult Hamdok before reaching out to Israel, the announcement triggered severe backlash from Sudan's opposition parties and civil society activists.44 On October 24, 2020, Sudan's last democratically elected prime Minister Sadiq al-Mahdi called the Israel normalization illegal and warned that it would lead to the "ignition of a new war."45 Al-Mahdi's sudden death from COVID-19 on November 26 silenced Sudan's most outspoken critic of normalization with Israel but Israel's May 2021 airstrikes in the Gaza Strip galvanized anti-Israeli sentiments in Sudan. In response to Israeli airstrikes, Burhan defended Sudan's engagement with Israel as a reconciliation with the international community and condemned Israeli strikes on "defensive civilians" in Gaza.46 This response suggests that Sudan could
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simultaneously engage with Israel and champion Palestinian self-determination to accommodate the policy preferences of its military and civilian authorities.

The 2019 Sudanese revolution brought immediate changes to the U.S.-Sudan relationship. At the time of Bashir's fall, the U.S. had listed Sudan as a state sponsor of terrorism since 1993 and had no resident ambassador in Khartoum since Tim Carney left in November 1997. The memory of Bashir's human rights abuses during the Second Sudanese civil war (1983-2005) and Darfur conflict, as well as Sudan's solidarity with Iraq during the 1991 Gulf War, created steep obstacles to re-engagement. Capitalizing on President Donald Trump's transactional approach to foreign policy and apathy towards human rights, Sudan's military and civilian authorities saw a unique opportunity to revive U.S.-Sudan relations. In the months following the transition, Burhan held backchannel discussions with the United States on an exchange of ambassadors and in February 2020, U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo formally invited the Sovereignty Council chief to Washington. These diplomatic overtures encouraged Pompeo to visit Khartoum on August 25 in order to discuss the progress of Sudan-Israel relations and the conditions of Sudan's removal from the state sponsors of terrorism list. Sudan's payment of $335 million to U.S. victims of al-Qaeda attacks and normalization with Israel resulted in its removal from the terrorism list on December 14, 2020.

Although economic benefits of ending U.S. sanctions are undeniable, the path towards strengthened U.S.-Sudan relations is fraught with complications. Abdalla Hamdok's personal popularity in Sudan was eroded by his long association with international institutions, such as the UN Economic Commission for Africa. The compromises that Hamdok made to the U.S. could further diminish his stature and make him reticent about appearing too pro-American. While the Biden administration immediately revoked the travel ban on Sudanese nationals and appointed Jeffrey Feltman as U.S. special envoy to the Horn of Africa on April 23, it is unclear whether the U.S. will use its influence in the World Bank to restructure Sudan's $65 billion external debt burden. On May 15, Feltman visited Khartoum and hailed Sudan's democratic transition as a model for the region. Nevertheless, the reluctance of U.S. officials to arbitrate in the GERD and Sudan-Ethiopia border disputes raise questions about the substantive foundations of the Biden administration's overtures to Sudan.

Sudan's relationship with Europe has loosely mirrored the path of its relations with the United States, as the European Community suspended development aid to Bashir's regime in March 1990 and maintained humanitarian assistance-driven relationship with Sudan after 1999. While Burhan took immediate steps to repair U.S.-Sudan relations, the Khartoum massacre impeded a similar improvement in Sudan-EU relations. The EU stated that the TMC was complicit in the deaths of civilians, as it was the “authority in charge of protecting the population.”

The EU also halted the provision of training and equipment to Sudanese border guards that fend off illegal migration in March 2019 and in June 2019, it deferred the
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construction of an intelligence centre in Khartoum. This downgrade of EU-Sudan security cooperation, which was overseen by Germany, was linked to the RSFs pervasive influence in Sudanese politics. Once the transition agreement was signed, EU-Sudan relations improved considerably. The June 2020 Sudan Partnership Conference consisting of the EU, Germany, Sudan and the UN, resulted in 1.6 billion Euros of pledged investments in Sudan, which included 770 million Euros of humanitarian funding. The return of the Norwegian Refugee Council, which was expelled by Bashir in 2009, and the COVID-19 pandemic have expanded European aid to Sudan.

In recent months, European countries have helped facilitate economic reform in Sudan. In March 2021, Burhan invited the Head of the EU delegation to Sudan, Robert van den Dool, to solicit European mediation assistance in the GERD dispute and secure EU support for Sudan's economic reform process. The support of the U.S., the United Kingdom, Sweden and Ireland helped Sudan clear its arrears to the World Bank and African Development Bank. France has played the most decisive role in ameliorating Sudan's external debt burdens, as President Emmanuel Macron seeks to reverse the erosion of French soft power in Africa. On May 17, French Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire announced that France would grant Sudan a $1.5 billion bridge loan to eliminate its outstanding arrears to the IMF. France's IMF debt forgiveness was significant, as it allows Sudan to receive debt relief under the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative. Joining the HIPC initiative could eliminate $40 billion in Sudan's external debt by the end of 2021.

Later that day, Emmanuel Macron chaired a conference in Paris to rally financial support for Sudan, which included Abdalla Hamdok, Sudan's Finance Minister Gebreil Ibrahim and a dozen other senior officials. While debt relief was the primary focus of the conference, it also addressed issues such as the modernization of Sudanese agriculture and poverty relief in Sudan. This conference had an immediate impact. Saudi Arabia offered Sudan $4.5 billion in debt relief, the World Bank agreed to supply Sudan $2 billion in grants over a ten-month period and the African Export-Import Bank announced $700 million in power and telecommunications projects. European efforts to alleviate Sudan's economic crisis have not yet translated into the expansion of the EU's diplomatic assistance to Khartoum. Although Sudan hopes European officials might put their experience mediating the Hungary-Slovakia dam dispute to use in the GERD, the scope of the EU's intervention remains unclear.

**Prescriptions for Sudan's Post-Transition Foreign Policy**

For Sudan's post-transition foreign policy to most effectively advance its economic interests and security imperatives, Sudanese officials need to repair the civilian-military divide on foreign policy decisions. Inconsistent patterns of consultation between Sudan's military and civilian authorities could create polarizations that impede critical domestic reforms, such as
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the pursuit of federalism and the reduction of the military's ownership of Sudanese economic assets. These divisions could also perpetuate grey zone financial linkages with external powers, such as Hemedti's gold trade via Dubai,\(^{59}\) that threaten Sudanese democracy and finance paramilitary repression in Darfur. To mitigate these divisions, Sudan should prioritize relations with China, the EU and the United States. Due to their vested interest in Sudan's stability which was apparent throughout the post-April 2019 period, these powers will engage directly with Sudan's civilian authorities and deter Burhan and Hemedti from concentrating an excessive amount of power in their hands. Sudan can pursue economic relations with Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Israel and Russia, but should be wary of attempts by these countries to empower the military at the expense of the civilian authorities. Deep informal economic links between Saudi Arabia and the UAE with Hemedti, will likely survive the transition and should be mitigated. Sudan should codify the elected National Assembly of Sudan's authority over military basing and major foreign policy decisions, and expel semi-state security companies, such as the Wagner Group, which engage in political interference tactics that undermine Sudan's sovereignty.

As the removal of U.S. sanctions has lifted legal obstacles to investment, the transitional government needs to focus on improving Sudan's foreign investment climate. Abdalla Hamdok has repeatedly emphasized the need to improve Sudan's investment climate and at the Paris Conference, Hamdok called Sudan a “very rich country” and said that “We do not want charity, we want investments.”\(^{60}\) Sudan's economic reforms, emphasis on a diplomatic resolution of the GERD dispute and agreement to the August 2020 peace deal with Darfur rebels are positive steps. Sudan's exercise of restraint and pursuit of a diplomatic solution to its dispute with Ethiopia over control of the disputed al-Fashaga territory, which is located at the intersection of Ethiopia's Amhara region and Sudan's Gedaref state, will also reassure investors of the country's stability. Easing civilian-military frictions and avoiding January 15, 2020-style mutinies from Bashir loyalists in the Directorate of General Intelligence Service\(^{61}\) could help reassure international investors of Sudan's political stability. Progress towards trying Bashir for war crimes in Darfur and professionalizing the RSF would further strengthen the case for new investments.

The Sudanese transitional government also needs to withstand populist scepticism of international institutions and work with multilateral organizations to create a more investment-friendly economy. The May 17 Paris Conference was a milestone for Sudan's multilateral engagement and could lead to Sudan's participation in similar multilateral summits on economic restructuring.\(^{62}\) To shield the most vulnerable from the impact of economic restructuring programs, Sudanese officials need to work closely with the World Bank and World Food Program.\(^{63}\) Ultimately, the success of Sudan's foreign policy depends on improving its internal political situation along major benchmarks, such as a transition to democracy, creation of a market economy and strengthening political institutions.
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